Executive Summary
Since its very inception, Pakistan had to focus attention on grass root level problems such as poverty, illiteracy
and unemployment. Despite various efforts from time to time, the country has severely lagged when it comes to
industrial development. Even more so, Pakistan has failed to establish itself as a major industrial exporter. Goods
offered by industries in Pakistan are manufactured too expensively to compete internationally. This spawns a
vicious cycle in which imported goods become more affordable and the domestic industry begins to lose its
customer base.
With the new government taking the reins, Pakistan has once again started to move towards industrial growth.
With the economy on a slow path to recovery, a plausible solution to aid industrial development in Pakistan could
be to holistically adopt the concept of Special Economic Zones (SEZs). These are areas established to promote a
certain form of economic activity by offering policies not enjoyed elsewhere in the country, such as lower taxes
and subsidized utility rates. For a business enterprise seeking better economic conditions, an SEZ offers among
other things, a onetime exemption from custom duties on the import of capital goods and an income tax
exemption for 10 years.
Overall, SEZs can help a country through increased inflow of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), accelerated
industrial development improved quality of labor and better awareness of global industrial practices and also
diversification of a country’s exports.
Pakistan currently has a total of 6 SEZs. The government has firm commitment to promote currently functioning
SEZs as well as establish new ones. The commitment is evident from the fact that the government has granted
approval to 11 SEZs in the past year. There are a number of SEZs proposed under CPEC too, including the soon to
be inaugurated Rashakai Economic Zone.
The world is full of examples that make both, a case for and a case against SEZs. Where countries like China,
Singapore, Malaysia, South Korea, Jordan, Mauritius, etc. have found success in this initiative, other parts of the
world including those in Sub-Sahara Africa are littered with examples that question this approach. However, if
implemented properly and proactively, a SEZ driven approach for development can prove beneficial.
Pakistan’s government should carefully study the various cases of success and failures of SEZs experienced by
other countries to better plan and form their own approach. This will reduce the chance of failure for Pakistan.
The most common problem faced by most countries, especially India is the lack of transparency leading to
corruption. However, Pakistan has problems of its own. Where the government offers various incentives for
industrialists to set up operations in SEZs, enterprises are facing issues like the FBR demanding to pay taxes, lack
of infrastructure and development, slow provision of services and red tapism.
Pakistan must raise the level of its industries and ensure that it becomes a major player in the near future as an
investment hub. SEZs have the potential to transform the country’s future and in order to develop them, it will
not be a bad idea to follow principles similar to what China implemented. Pakistan, from the beginning, needs to
avoid issues that hindered China and other countries which tried to implement the Chinese model, but failed.
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Pakistan’s Quest for Industrial Development

Pakistan’s dream to
be an industrial force
has always been a
struggle due to other
sectors requiring
priority

Pakistan, for years, has been striving to establish itself as a sound industrial country and
be counted in the comity of nations as a harbinger of industrialization. This dream has,
since long, seemed far-fetched. Numerous factors have constantly shifted the country’s
focus to tackle more grass root problems such as poverty, law and order and population
control, rather than creating long-term policies capable of nurturing an industrial and
innovation driven eco-system.
The incumbent government has highlighted industrial development as part of its agenda
even before it came to power. And considering how much emphasis it is placing to
channelize inflow of foreign investment towards the country’s industrial sector, it is vividly
clear that Pakistan’s priority lies in enhancing its manufacturing capabilities.
However, this is easier said than done. It seems that even though the contribution of the
industrial sector to Pakistan’s GDP has been constantly increasing over the years, the
sector has been marred by lack of infrastructure development and an overall damaging
policy environment. As a result, goods offered by the industries in Pakistan are often price
inelastic and too expensively manufactured to compete internationally. This starts a
vicious cycle in which imported goods become more affordable at the expense of the
domestic industry, which begins to lose its customer base.

Pakistan's GDP Breakup
FY00

A damaging policy
environment has
limited industrial
development, leading
to uncompetitive
exports

Services Sector,
PKR 3.02Tn,

Pakistan's GDP Breakup
FY19

Services Sector,
PKR 7.8Tn,

61%

54%

Total GDP

PKR 5.63Tn

Industrial Sector,
PKR 1.09Tn, 19%

Agriculture Sector,
PKR 1.52Tn, 27%

Total GDP

PKR 12.8Tn

Industrial Sector,
PKR 2.58Tn, 20%

Agriculture Sector,
PKR 2.36Tn, 19%
Source: KCCI Research; SBP
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SEZs: A Fast Track Solution for Industrial Development
A SEZ is a specified
area established to
promote a certain
form of economic
activity by virtue of
policies not enjoyed
elsewhere in the
country

The concept of a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) provides Pakistan with the ideal recipe to
prop up its industrial base. In fact, the success that China and Vietnam experienced in
industrial development can be attributed, to a large extent, to SEZs. A Special Economic
Zone is a specified area established to promote a certain form of economic activity by
virtue of policies not enjoyed elsewhere in the country, such as lower taxes and subsidized
utility rates; SEZs provide something that the rest of the country does not offer.
The government’s recently heightened interest in these zones has brought their
development and maintenance into priority. SEZs provide an opportunity to set up
industrial units in areas where resources required for smooth operations are readily
available. The zones experience eased restrictions and accumulate the presence of
supporting sectors, in and around the zone, which play an important role in the day-to-day
functioning of an industry. This catalyzes job creation and a relatively efficient business
environment.

Incentives offered by SEZs

In addition to
incentives, basic
utilities are also
guaranteed in an SEZ

Types and extent of incentives offered in SEZs can actually make the market more
appealing to investors. For local investors, getting relevant benefits can help businesses
grow past the competition as a horde of problems are circumvented which are faced by
non-zone investors. For the foreign investor, SEZs can intensely tilt the cost benefit ratio
in favor, as incentives under SEZs provide additional advantages in comparison to nonzone areas. Mentioned below are some of the benefits that stakeholders can derive from
Pakistan’s SEZ program, be they zone enterprises or zone developers:

Gas, Electricity and other utilities at the zero-point of zones.

Captive power generation permissible to zone developers.

Incentives granted cannot be withdrawn midway.

Incentives cannot be modified to the disadvantage of an enterprise.

Best practices for building codes, environment protection and workforce.

Security arrangements by the respective provincial government.

Administrative and alternate dispute resolution mechanism.

Zone Enterprises

For the companies setting up operations in SEZs, benefits include:

Onetime exemption from custom duties on the import of capital goods into the SEZ
for installation therein.

Income tax exemption for 10 years for units starting production by 30-06-2020 and 5
years for the units starting production thereafter.

SEZ Developer

For companies developing SEZs, the following benefits are legally defined:

Onetime exemption from all custom duties for all capital goods imported into
Pakistan for development, operation and maintenance of the SEZ.

Exemption from all income taxes for a period of 5 years.

SEZs under CPEC

SEZs that are to be constructed under the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will
provide additional advantages to the zone developer, including:

Additional exemption from duties and taxes, to be announced in due time.

Concessional loans and land on installments.
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Benefits for Pakistan

There are numerous advantages for Pakistan in developing more SEZs. If executed properly
and saved from falling prey to self-benefiting policies, SEZs can solve a large number of
Pakistan’s problems, including reliance on foreign aid.

Benefits of SEZs for Pakistan

New techniques and
technology initiate a
spillover effect,
benefitting the
surrounding areas

Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI)

SEZs attract FDI which helps improve the balance of payments
position

Industrial
Development

The process of industrial development is accelerated as the
zone becomes a more attractive option.

Employment Quality
and Generation

Significant increase in job creation.
Quality of labor increases on account of vocational training.

Transfer of Technology

SEZ enterprises, especially foreign, tend to introduce
technology not available hitherto.

Increase in Exports

SEZs usually house export oriented firms that collectively can
exponentially raise the level of outward flow of goods and
services from the country.

Diversification of
Exports

SEZs in Pakistan are targeting specific sectors to enhance
Pakistan’s industrial potential and hence exports.

Testing impact of
economic policies

The government can test out the effects of certain policies on
SEZs before applying them on the entire country.

Adjoining areas
prosper

Areas around the SEZs would benefit in terms of new roads,
electricity connections, water supply lines and education in
terms of new techniques and training, leading to
employment.
Other Direct and Indirect Benefits

Government tax and non-tax revenue

Implementation of new technology

Increase in foreign exchange earnings
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Special Economic Zones in Pakistan
There 6 SEZs
operating in Pakistan
with various others in
the planning stages

SEZ laws applicable in Pakistan have been updated to overcome shortfalls of the old ways.
The main statute guiding SEZs in Pakistan is the SEZs Act 2012. The govt.’s commitment to
revitalizing the process of SEZs in Pakistan aims to make up for years of apathy. Its
commitment can be seen from the fact that in the past one year, a staggering 11 SEZs have
been granted approval, including the Rashakai Special Economic Zone which will be the
first zone to be developed under CPEC. Currently, there are a total of six SEZs functioning
in Pakistan, tabled as follows:

Korangi Creek Industrial Park
Location Karachi, Sindh
Developer National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company
Project cost PKR 2.7Bn approx.
Total Area 250 acres
Cost of land

Low density zone: PKR 60Mn/acre
High density zone: PKR 150Mn/acre

Sold plots (number) 119
Units under production 19
Units under construction 25

Bin Qasim SEZ
Location Karachi, Sindh
Developer National Industrial Parks Development & Management Company
Project cost PKR 9.8Bn approx.
Total Area 930 acres
Saleable area 651 acres
Sold area 227 acres
Area available for sale 424 acres (temporarily stopped)
Cost of land Under negotiation
Sold plots 15
Units under production 7
Units under construction 3
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Khairpur SEZ
Location Khairpur, Sindh
Developer Sindh Economic Zones Management Company
Project cost PKR 1.99Bn approx.
Total Area 140 acres
Saleable plots (#)
Size of plots
Sold plots (#)
Plots available for sale (#)
Units under production
Units under construction

85
0.25-4 acres
84
1
6
6

Sector-wise Breakup of SEZs in Sindh
Cumulative

Leather, 1, 3% Flour mills, 1, 3%
Date Sector, 2, 6%
Others, 6,
Food Processing,
19%
2, 6%

Light Engineering,
2, 6%

Firms operating in
the 3 SEZs in
Sindh:

Auto & Allied
Motors, 2, 6%

32

Textile, 3, 9%

Khairpur Special Economic Zone

Egg
Pasteurizing,
4, 13%
Bike
Manufacturing,
3, 10%

Automotive Safety Glass, 3, 9%

Others, 2,
33%

Date Sector, 2,
33%

Operational
units in KSEZ:

6

Flour Mills,
1, 17%

Steel, 1, 17%

Steel, 3, 10%

Korangi Creek Industrial Park

Bin Qasim Industrial Park
Others, 1, 14%
Egg
Pasteurizing, 1,
14%
Steel, 1, 14%

Textiles, 2, 29%

Operational
units in BQIP:

7

Bike Manufacturing, 1, 14%

Auto And Allied
Motor, 1, 15%

Leather, 1, 5%
Textile, 1, 5%
Steel, 1, 5%
Auto & Allied
Motors, 1, 5%

Automotive
Safety Glass,
3, 16%

Operational
units in KCIP:

Food Processing, 2,
11%

19

Light Engineering, 2, 11%
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M-3 Industrial City
Location Faisalabad, Punjab
Developer

Faisalabad Industrial Estate Development & Management
Company
This SEZ is also a part of CPEC

Project cost PKR 38.2Bn approx.
Total Area 4,356 acres
Saleable plots (#) 577
Size of plots 1-12 acres
Sold plots (#) 513
Plots available for sale (#) 64
Units under production 9
Units under construction 16
Textile
Engineering
Steel
Plastics

Intended sectors

Pharma
Chemicals
Food Processing
Agriculture

Hattar Special Economic Zone
Location Haripur, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Developer KPK Economic Zones Development and Management Company
Project cost PKR 2.1Bn approx.
Total Area 424 acres
Saleable plots (#) 318
Size of plots 1 acre
Sold plots (#) 274
Plots available for sale (#) 44
Units under construction 1
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Quaid-e-Azam Apparel Park
Location Sheikhupura, Punjab
Developer Punjab Industrial Estates Development and Management Company
Project cost PKR 21Bn approx.
Total Area 1,536 acres
Saleable plots (#) 521
Size of plots 0.5-4 acres
Sold plots (#) Sale not started
Plots available for sale (#) Sale not started
Units under production Sale not started
Intended sector Textile, garment, apparel and related industries

Marble-City Karachi
Location Karachi, Sindh
Area 300 acres (Proposed)
Intended sector Value addition of stone and mineral resources

Board for approvals has also notified the following SEZs
Name of Zone

City

Province

Mehmoodabad

Punjab

Vehari Industrial Estate

Vehari

Punjab

Bhalwal Industrial Estate

Sargodha

Punjab

Sheikhupura

Punjab

Rawalpindi

Punjab

Rahimyar Khan Industrial Estate

Rachna Industrial Park
Oil Village SEZ

Source: KCCI Research; NIP, BoI, SEZMC
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Planned SEZs under CPEC
The $ 60Bn+ China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) aims to improve Pakistan’s
economic conditions by developing its infrastructure. The sectoral diversity of the project
will ensure that development is not restricted to a limited number of areas.
There are 9 SEZs
planned in the initial
stages of CPEC

One of the country’s largest restriction towards industrial growth has been lack of energy
which has already been addressed in the initial phases of CPEC. Among the various planned
projects, many relate to industrial development in order to facilitate the economic corridor
and Pakistan’s industries as well.
As these projects near completion, Pakistan’s industrial capabilities will increase
exponentially, especially in high-tech products. It is also expected that a plethora of
Chinese industries operating in sectors such as food processing, fertilizer, steel,
automobile, chemicals, plastic, toys, sanitation and pipes manufacturing will relocate to
Pakistan.
Realizing the importance that SEZs have played in China’s economic boom, Pakistan has
entered into agreements with China to establish a number of SEZs. The reported number
of these zones hovers around 37, but so far 9 have been agreed to be set up in various
locations across Pakistan. The one nearest to inauguration is the Rashakai Economic Zone
in KPK. Additional zones are likely to materialize as CPEC progresses.
CPEC’s main purpose, road and rail connectivity between China and Gwadar in Pakistan is
the lifeline on which Pakistan is relying on. It will establish a network which will ease
business logistics. It will also
help SEZ enterprises to
CPEC Road Network
diversify Pakistan’s exports to
include perishable products as
well.

Problems for CPEC
include lack of funds
contribution on part
of the government of
Pakistan due to the
financial crisis

However, CPEC is not without
its own set of issues, as a
project this size is bound to
face some impediments.
Current challenges faced by
the project is a slowing down
of Pakistan’s economy; work
on projects has stalled since
the Pakistani government is
unable to spare funds and
contribute its due share in
joint ventures.

Source: KCCI Research; cpec.gov.pk

Furthermore, many of the challenges faced by CPEC SEZs are not addressed by the
prevalent laws. If not addressed soon, it could lead to a failure of SEZs which is something
Pakistan cannot afford.
It is expected that revisions to the SEZ law will be announced soon that will drive industrial
development towards the right direction. Additionally, as the economy improves and CPEC
continues to progress, these impediments will likely disappear, opening a new chapter for
development in Pakistan.
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Planned SEZs under CPEC
Name

Area
(Acres)

Location

Rashakai
Economic Zone

1,000

M-1, Nowshera, KPK

China SEZ Dhabeji

1,000

Dhabeji, Sindh

Bostan Industrial
Zone

1,000

Balochistan

Allama Iqbal
Industrial City

3,000
approx.

(M3), Faisalabad,
Punjab

ICT Model
Industrial Zone

200-500

Islamabad

Expected Industries
Fruit

Food

Knitting

Packaging
Textile Stitching

TBA
Agri.
Machinery
Chromites

Pharma

M.Bikes Assembly

Cooking Oil

Ceramic

Textile

Steel

Pharma

Engineering
Steel
Printing
Auto

Chemicals and more
Food

Pharma.

Light Eng. and more
Garments

Industrial Park On
Pakistan Steel
Mills Land

1,500

Port Qasim, Karachi,
Sindh

SEZ, Mirpur AJK

1,078

Mirpur, AJK

Mixed

Mohmand Marble
City

-

FATA

-

Moqpondass SEZ

250

Gilgit-Baltistan

Chemical

Leather

Steel

Printing and more

Marble

Iron Ore

Mineral Processing and more
Source: KCCI Research; cpec.gov.pk
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Export Processing Zones

An Export Processing Zone (EPZ) can be considered to be a type of Special Economic Zone
(SEZ). The major difference between the two is that an EPZ primarily focuses on enhancing
a country’s industrial and commercial exports.
EPZs are export
oriented SEZs with
limited access to
domestic markets

Conceptually, EPZ, like an SEZ, is a specific geographical area with special incentives for
operations different from its surrounding region. However, the purpose of an EPZ is to
enhance a country’s exports. In fact, an EPZ will have to pay all relevant duties if it sells its
products in the local market.
EPZs in Pakistan, are governed by the Export Processing Zone Authority (EPZA). The
initiative of EPZs in Pakistan commenced in the 1980 to create an ecosystem that allows
investors to undertake ambitious projects to increase Pakistan’s exports with benefits to
surrounding areas similar to those provided by SEZs. There are a total of 4 EPZs in Pakistan:

EPZ - Karachi

EPZ - Sialkot

EPZ - Sandak

EPZ - Risalpur

Incentives offered in EPZs are as follows:













Developed land on competitive rates for 30 years
Duty-free import of machinery, equipment and materials
Freedom from national import regulations
All filing and documentation is done on-site
Exchange control regulations of Pakistan not applicable
Repatriation of capital and profits
No sales tax on input goods including electricity/gas bills
Duty-free vehicles allowed under certain conditions
Domestic market access available at 20%; exceptions may be available
Presumptive tax @ 1%.
Obsolete/old machines can be sold in domestic market of Pakistan after payment of
applicable duties & taxes.
Defective goods/waste can be sold in domestic market after payment of applicable
duties, maximum up-to 3% of total value.
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Map of all functioning and notified SEZs in Pakistan
Moqpondass SEZ

Mirpur Industrial Zone

Legend
Hattar SEZ

Functioning/underdevelopment SEZs

Risalpur EPZ
Rashakai Economic Zone

SEZ under CPEC

Mohmand Marble City

Export Processing
Zone
Notified SEZs

Bostan Industrial Zone

Sialkot EPZ
Sandak SEZ

Quaid-e-Azam Apparel Park

Rachna Industrial Park
Bhalwal IE
Oil Village SEZ
ICT Model Industrial Zone
M-3Industrial Estate

Vehari IE
Rahimyar Khan IE
Bin Qasim SEZ
Korangi Creek Industrial Park
Marble City

Khairpur SEZ
China SEZ Dhabeji

Karachi EPZ
Industrial Park on Steel Mills Land

Source: KCCI Research
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SEZ Based Development: A Regional View

Experiences of other
countries make a case
for SEZs but highlight
some areas of caution

The first modern free-trade zone was the Shannon airport in the Republic of Ireland, made
operational in 1959. At that time, not much attention was given by other countries. Later
on when China experienced success with Shenzhen, other countries started to adopt a
similar approach. Recent data shows that there are around 4,300 SEZs around the world
with more being constructed annually using evolved techniques and innovative
approaches.
Even though other countries were most intrigued by the undeniable success of the
Shenzhen city SEZ, what they overlooked is that the success of a SEZ is brought about due
to a perfect combination of factors that complement each other. The concept of SEZs has
been experienced by different countries in their own way. Where some countries have
found SEZs to accomplish their intended purpose, other countries have had to tweak their
strategies to prevent SEZs from failing entirely. For Pakistan, it would be wise to study the
methodology different countries have adopted for SEZ development, in order to improve
upon current as well as planned SEZs.

China’s Journey to Industrial Development

The Chinese model for
SEZs is widely
replicated as it paved
the way for SEZs

China is considered to be one of the fastest growing nations in the world being ranked as
the largest in terms of purchasing power parity and second largest in terms of nominal
GDP. In the 1970s, when the country started transformation towards a market economy,
China underwent a number of changes including the privatization of resources. Between
1979 and 1985, the country set up five major SEZs, all in coastal areas which were to help
China in its journey towards a free market economy. The incentives offered by the SEZs in
China attracted such high amounts of investments that the five SEZs made China the
largest recipient of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) among the developing nations.
As of 2014, there were various types of structures that the country has used to stimulate
economic growth. These include:
Types of Economic Zones in China
Six Special Economic Zones

114 National High Tech Development Parks

Four Pilot Free Trade Areas

164 National Agricultural Technology Parks

Five Financial Reform Free Trade Areas

85 National Eco-Industrial Parks

14 Open Coastal Cities

55 National Ecological Civilization
Demonstration Areas

31 Bonded Areas

283 National Modern Agriculture
Demonstration Areas
Source: KCCI Research; World Bank

It is estimated that in the past few years, SEZs have played a major role in China’s economy,
contributing nearly 22% to GDP, 45% FDI and making up 60% of the country’s exports. In
addition to this, it is believed that SEZs have created more than 30 million jobs, increased
the income of farmers by 30%, and have also accelerated the country’s industrialization
process, agricultural modernization, and even contributed significantly to urbanization. It
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is estimated that currently, there are around 500 SEZs in China with the figure exceeding
1,000 if industrial parks are included.
Furthermore, depending on the nature of business of the zone, on average a major zone
contributed to an increase of around 12% in GDP. Whereas, between 1978 and 2008, the
average rate of wages of workers increased by 8% whereas, the cost of living during the
same period increased by 5%.
The location of SEZs in China is as follows:
Type

Location

Special Economic Zone, City

Shenzhen
Shantou

Special Economic Zone, Province

Hainan

Coastal Development Cities

Haining
Xiamen

Zhuhai
Kashgar

Dalian

Nantong

Tianjin

Yantai

Qingdao

Shanghai

Ningbo

Wenzhou

Fuzhou

Guangzhou

Zhanjiang

Beihai

Qinhuangdao

Lianyungang
Source: KCCI Research; Wikipedia

Some of the incentives that attracted investment towards SEZs and helped transform
China into the leading global powerhouse are various forms of tax incentives on foreign
investment and granting independence in trade related activities. An additional feature is
that most products produced are aimed to be export oriented and all economic activities
are market driven.
The most successful SEZ in China, Shenzhen became an example for the rest of the world.
The success of this fishing village transforming into an industrial force has driven other
countries such as Brazil, India, Iran, Jordan, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland,
Russia, and Ukraine to take similar steps.
Issues battled by China
The exponential industrial growth has caused a number of cities in China to be ranked
among some of the most polluted in the world. It is reported that at 10,357 million metric
tons per year, China is the largest emitter of Carbon dioxide globally. Following the
degrading air quality, the Chinese government has toughened up the standards enforced
on industries and is continuously taking measures to minimize the additional damage being
done to the environment leading the country to become the largest investor in renewable
energy, owning the largest wind-turbine manufacturer and some of the largest solar
energy manufacturing firms. Another issue China has faced is that even though the country
has attracted huge investments for their SEZs, not all zones have been quite as successful.
SEZs located in remote areas that lack the same social and urban services as those zones
situated in more developed regions have failed to attract healthy investments.
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India’s experience with SEZs

India is considered to be among the top emerging economies of the world. Till the year
2000, India relied on a number of Export Processing Zones (EPZs) that had a similar
structure to that of the modern SEZ. The problem with these, however, was that they failed
to attract sufficient investment. India then introduced the SEZ policy in April of 2000 which
was closely structured to replicate China.
Moving 17 years into the future, there are around 222 SEZs that are in operation. Apart
from this, 423 areas have received formal approval to begin operations. The new SEZs have
become an important part of India’s economic structure since they provide local and
foreign investors with significant investment opportunities in the form of incentives
including duty free import for the development of industrial units, exemption from GST
and income tax exemptions. As per policy, 50% of the profit earned from exports must be
invested back into the business for five years after the first ten in which incentives were
given.

India faced problems
due to corruption

Issues faced by India
It seems however that the policy has had unexpected consequences. Instead of replicating
China’s success, the SEZs have been plagued by corruption and scams which has
significantly reduced the positive effects the country was aiming for. Among the problems
faced was the failure of local authorities to choose sites for SEZs that would be best for
industrial development. This would have included land that was more accessible and could
not be used for other important purposes. Instead, the selection of sites was misguided by
the arterial motives of those who were in power, providing benefit only to selected
individuals. This, in the case of some sites, led to the redirection of fertile land away from
farmers and towards industry, much of which now lies vacant.
India has not relied solely on SEZs for success and has taken several measures that have
helped it grow. This includes incentives to local businesses and industries that are not
located in SEZs. This step has caused disincentive effects for the companies under SEZs.
Furthermore, India has a number of free trade agreements with other countries that has
had a similar divesting effect. As a result, more than 60 SEZs have had to shut down in the
Maharashtra state alone.

Vietnam’s established SEZs

Vietnam is also
focusing on tourism
based SEZs

Vietnam has been consistently developing its industrial base through various reforms and
other measures. The country’s first coastal economic zone was established in the early
2000s, with heavy government backing which proved to be successful in promoting
economic development, while creating jobs and attracting investment. The country houses
18 coastal economic zones, 27 border economic zones and 325 industrial zones. Vietnam
is now set to open three new SEZs in 2019 (mentioned below) which will likely contribute
significantly to the gross regional domestic product (GRDP) each year from 2020 onwards.
Vietnam is trying to incorporate much more than just industrial development in two of its
SEZs. The SEZs in Van Don and Bac Van Phong are set to include a certain area on water
which will be undisturbed by any development and be used for only tourist attractions
such as diving and water sports to show off the country’s aquatic beauty.
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The Three New SEZs in Vietnam
Location

Van Don

Bac Van Phong

Phu Quoc

Province

Quang Ninh

Khanh Hoa

Kien Giang

On Land: 55,133

On Land: 19,000

On Land: 58,927

On Water: 162,000

On Water: 47,000

On Water: N/A

540,000

400,000

900,000

$ 9.7Bn (2021-30)

$ 10Bn (2017-30)

$ 19Bn (2017-30)

Hi-tech

IT, Electric

Tourism

Support Industry

Sea Port

Exhibition

Tourism

Tourism

Port (Sea/Air)

Shopping Centers

Shopping Centers
Healthcare &
Education

Area (ha)
Investment
(Dong Bn)
Expected tax/fee
collection

Sectors

Challenges for Vietnam
Despite the fast approaching dates for commencing operations, in June 2018, the
government of Vietnam announced that a law had been made which will enable foreign
investors to lease land in new SEZs for a period of up to 99 years. The announcement had
unforeseen results as hundreds of Vietnamese turned to the streets in order to stage
protests in different parts of the country, fearing that even though the law has not
specified any country in particular, the new SEZs might attract investments from China
which the country would later regret. Consequently, the government had to postpone the
law until further notice.

Bangladesh’s vision of development

Bangladesh has established itself as a key player in the textile and garment industry in a
relatively short time. The government of Bangladesh put forward the aim of becoming a
developed nation in its Vision 2041. One of the tasks under this, was to develop over a 100
SEZs across the country. Following this, 100,000 acres of land were acquired and licenses
for forming six SEZs were given to the private sector. The authorities are currently in the
process of marking an additional 100,000 acres of land. Currently, Bangladesh has around
59 government owned and 29 privately owned economic zones which include nine SEZs.
These zones are in 36 different districts with the most (9) is in Cox’s bazaar. They have a
combined area of more than 76,861 acres.

Pakistan Can Avoid Expensive Failures

Simply following what others have done usually leads to a very expensive failure. The
reason why the number of SEZs has been increasing is because governments view them as
a fast track to economic success. The government tends to announce the formation of a
SEZ to attract public interest, appoint a certain area of land, provide investment incentives
to those who will occupy the area and wait for things to follow their path. This has not
worked at all times. The strategy requires sustained capital and focus, as the cost input by
the government will take a long time to recover because there is minimum or no tax
revenue from the SEZ. Although the countries mentioned above have experienced many
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positives from following a SEZs oriented approach, they have also suffered consequences
that have led to the failure and closure of many SEZs.
Therefore, Pakistan’s authorities and businesses can view the various cases of success and
failures worldwide to better plan and form their own approach. Studying these countries
and implementing workarounds to the gathered problems will definitely reduce the
chances of failure, yet not eliminate them completely. The major and most common
problem faced by most cases is the lack of transparency leading to corruption and
subsequent demotivation in the region on part of investors. Given Pakistan’s history with
corruption, it will benefit the stakeholders in all SEZs to maintain certain auditing standards
and international certifications in product and process quality.
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Pressing Issues of SEZs in Pakistan
In the past few months, the government at both the federal and provincial levels has
reaffirmed its commitment to expedite work on SEZs. Yet the 6 existing SEZs and 4 EPZs
have yet to transform Pakistan’s industrial sector in line with the concept. In essence, the
factors hampering the growth and success of these zones are not much different than the
issues being faced by the country on a holistic basis. The only difference is that, due to the
somewhat limited geographical areas that make up the zones, these impediments are
manageable.

Lack of infrastructure and development

SEZs in Pakistan face
similar infrastructure
and planning related
issues as the rest of
the country

One of the major factors restricting the growth of SEZs and Pakistan’s industrial sector in
general is the lack of development of infrastructure. Authorities have failed to provide the
vast infrastructure as per the Special Economic Zone Act 2012. The 2012 legislation had
promised various facilities to investors, including vocational training institutes and product
display centers. However, most zones have not only failed to provide these extra facilities
but have also been unable to ensure provision of basic necessities such as medical centers
and fire-fighting equipment.
The newer Karachi based SEZ, the Korangi Creek Industrial Park, is said to lack other basic
necessities such as telephone/internet connections along with a sewerage disposal system
or effluent treatment plant, which is a major red flag for any industrial estate.

Slow provision of services

SEZs were promised a single window method of handling affairs so that investors would
not have to visit different government departments. The intent behind this was to ensure
transparency, limit corruption opportunities and reduce the overall time required to set
up operations. However, due to various issues, the system is yet to become operational.
It is not like the EPZs are any different. They suffer from all the similar problems and more
as experienced by some SEZs. For instance, the EPZA has been advertising a phase 3 for its
Karachi EPZ (KEPZ) since 2015, yet no approval has been granted. In addition to this, the
land in EPZs was leased to developers for a specified period of 25 years which have passed
and the fate of EPZ enterprises now has a sense of insecurity attached to it. The KEPZ also
has infrastructure issues with even basic facilities such as petrol pumps and hospitals
missing.

Red tapism and bureaucratic hurdles

Due to delay in
granting of permits,
the FBR is trying to
impose taxes on SEZ
enterprises

Due to the internal workings of some SEZs and their relations with the bureaucracy in
Pakistan, the pace of development of certain zones has been facing challenges. One of the
major industries trying to flourish under the umbrella of SEZs is the automotive industry.
Two global auto players, Renault and Hyundai, aiming to setup manufacturing/assembling
units in the 2 SEZs in Karachi were forced to move their planned operations to Faisalabad
after experiencing multiple delays at the hands of National Investment Park (NIP). Of the
array of problems, one was the lack of available electricity and other utilities to making
investment more risky and pointless.

Uncertain taxation policies

Another major factor is also brewing in Sindh that could render SEZs useless. Despite being
promised exemption from taxes, the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) has started to
pressurize SEZ enterprises to pay specific taxes. These include;
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

1.5% turnover tax on sales revenue
Tax on import of raw material
Withholding tax on local supply of goods
An advance tax on electricity consumption and a quarterly advance tax.

This is in contravention to the entire purpose of SEZs. Hence, around 40 industrial units,
belonging to the 3 SEZs in Sindh (Bin Qasim Industrial Park (BQIP), Korangi Creek Industrial
Park (KCIP) and Khairpur Special Economic Zone (KSEZ)), have sent a SOS letter to the FBR
to get the matter resolved.
The issues which SEZ based enterprises are suffering from need to be addressed at the
highest priority. SEZs mostly attract investment from foreign sources and that too in large
scale industries. Failure to provide the promised facilities and incentives to global players
will overtime erode the appeal of SEZs. This will ultimately shoo away much needed foreign
investment and make SEZs another failed initiative in Pakistan’s quest for industrial
independence.
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Piloting SEZ Development through the Right Channel
Planning First things first, planning. Before we dive into the matter and find
ourselves neck deep in issues that hinder the success of SEZs, there should be a
plan with contingencies to support the initiative. With planning, a systematic
framework needs to be designed that will allow the process to progress
smoothly. This should be reflected in a revised version of the SEZ Act.
Location Land for SEZs must be chosen strictly on the basis of eligibility if SEZs
are built on land for which the surrounding areas are not suitable, Pakistan will
face a similar problem of retreating investors as that faced by India.
Furthermore, SEZs in coastal areas can be declared to include a certain portion
on water to support industries such as fisheries, similar to the approach adopted
by Vietnam.
Environment The government needs to tighten the measures that industry
owners abide by or else, Pakistan may further lose its position on the air quality
index, a position already woeful. Factory owners must be required to install
equipment that limits damage to the environment. Renewable energy initiatives
should be encouraged.
Strategy SEZs should consistently be a part of major policy discussions and
should not be restricted to just industrial production. Other sectors such as
tourism should also benefit from the initiative by setting up a tourism zone. The
focus should be to create a self-sufficient business environment that can operate
on its own without the need of constant intervention by the government.
Attractive Business Environment It will be wise to develop a portal that, for
the investor becomes a one stop solution to every piece of information they
could require and every activity related to institutions such as SECP, FBR or even
Board of Investment (BoI). Some examples could include:
✔ An integrated system of transport should be established allowing investors to
visit the economic zone of their choice through an official transport service
designated by the management of the economic zone to ensure the safety of the
investor(s).
✔ Every SEZ should be required to maintain international standards in building
and maintaining infrastructure along with proper safety conditions for wealth,
property and personnel.
✔ SEZ should have a reasonable motel/hotel facility on-site with related facilities
such as a tour of the SEZ.
✔ Each SEZ should build a convention or display center within the premises that
allows the producers to display their product and host related events.
✔ SEZs should include, insurance companies, banks and other facilities such as
trucks for the transportation of goods.
Realistic Targets Authorities must refrain from putting too much pressure on
the initiative by making overly bold claims. Goals stated in public or private
settings should be a direct result of assessing the factors analyzed in the strategic
study. Instead of going for a quantity driven approach like that of targeted 100
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SEZs by the government of Bangladesh, the authorities should first focus on
making sure that the already operational SEZs are not at risk of closure.
Constant Workforce Development SEZs must have an on-site facility to train
the workforce, providing them with skills to get employment inside the SEZ.
Overtime, the workforce must be trained with updated techniques as to not limit
them only to a specific part of a specific field. To further improve the availability
of labor to SEZs:
✔ Workers trained at SEZs facilities should be prioritized for employment.
There should be an on-site hostel so they do not have to commute for long hours.
✔ There should be a system of integrated databases of multiple universities and
institutes to be set up that can search for candidates the companies in the SEZ
can employ.
Enforcement Global standards Standards / conventions set by various global
conventions/ trade preferences ( EU GSP) should be followed not only to
promote better standards with in the country.
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The Way Forward

Pakistan must adopt a
carefully planned
approach to make
SEZs worth the
amount of resources
they require

The creation of SEZs has become a tool used by the governments in an attempt to steer
their country towards prosperity. The simple fact of the matter is that SEZs provide
benefits for the entire country, especially in terms of technology transfer. The world is full
of examples that make both, a case for and a case against SEZs. Where countries like China,
Singapore, Malaysia, South Korea, Jordan, Mauritius, etc. have found success in this
initiative, other parts of the world including those in Sub-Sahara Africa are littered with
examples that question this approach. However, if implemented properly and proactively,
a SEZ driven approach for development can prove beneficial, given that the world is
moving towards reliance over industries as a major source of revenue.
This means that Pakistan must raise the level of its industries and ensure that it becomes
a major player in the near future as an investment hub. In order to develop Pakistan’s SEZs,
it will not be a bad idea to follow principles similar to what China implemented. Even
though China was not the first country to have constructed a SEZ, it definitely showed the
world what could be achieved if executed properly. Pakistan, from the beginning, needs to
avoid issues that hindered China and other countries which tried to implement the Chinese
model but failed.
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